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                                	Take the ZF CV Product Personality Test

                            

                            
                                Which ZF commercial vehicle product matches your style? 
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                                	Powered by Purposeful Innovation

                            

                            
                                ZF CVS is at the forefront of the mobility revolution – helping transform the future of trucking. 
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                                Your North America-based call center for complete product, technical and sales support. 
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			Clean, Safe, Intelligent: Sustainable Solutions for Commercial Vehicles in Logistics and Public Transport

		

			With decades of experience in transmission, braking and steering technology, we know how important road safety and driver comfort are to our industry. 

	

		
		

  






	
		
		
			Clean, safe, intelligent: Sustainable Solutions for Commercial Vehicles in Logistics and Public Transport 

		

			We operate where our customers are – delivering tailored solutions for local markets. That’s why commercial vehicles across the globe are relying on ZF.

			 

	

      
	  

  






	
		
		
			Clean, Safe, Intelligent: Sustainable Solutions for Commercial Vehicles in Logistics and Public Transport 

		

			We’re pioneering higher levels of autonomy, blending AI with new driver assistance systems for more advanced highway, city and depot applications.

	

		
		

  






	
		
		
			Clean, Safe, Intelligent: Sustainable Solutions for Commercial Vehicles in Logistics and Public Transport

		

			For metropolitan areas, ZF offers reliable, emission-free mobility and thus contributes to sustainable transportation.

	

		
		

  






	
		
			
			ZF provides the capability to shape the future of commercial transportation systems. Our technologies and services for commercial vehicles and fleets make them more efficient, safe, connected, intelligent and automated wherever they operate. We partner with customers to introduce integrated and innovative solutions that positively impact the commercial vehicle's lifecycle, from cradle to grave.

			

	

      

	

  
  	
    
    
  

	  
		
		  
		

	  




      
	  

  






	
		
			
			We offer customers access to the broadest range of commercial vehicle solutions in key domains like Automated Driving, Electric Mobility, Shared Transportation and Fleet Operations’ Digitalization to enable Next Generation Mobility. NOW. Our local teams and partners are established across the globe to offer close customer proximity, wherever they are.
Our technologies help commercial vehicles to see, think and act. We enable real-time communication between trucks and trailers. As the No. 1 supplier of driveline and transmission systems, ZF knows the requirements for e-CVs. And our data pool from onboard systems enables real-time information and insights to optimize fleet operations.
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                                            Our truck drivelines and advanced safety systems set the standards. But ZF does more. Our broad portfolio of superbly engineered products serves all truck categories from light to heavy-duty. A broad portfolio ensures safer roads and greater efficiency for fleets.
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                                            ZF trailer technologies make fleets safer and more fuel efficient, enhancing productivity in the yard and comfort on the road.
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                                            Electric buses with drivelines from ZF are on the road all over the world. With innovative chassis, steering and safety technology, we increase comfort and efficiency for passengers and drivers, and safety for pedestrians and vulnerable road users.
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                                            Light commercial vehicles benefit from ZF’s experience and know-how in driveline, chassis and steering. With efficient solutions, ZF guides courier and cargo fleets towards the smart last mile logistics of the future.
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        		Light Commercial Vehicle

        		
            		Light commercial vehicles benefit from ZF’s experience and know-how in driveline, chassis and steering. ZF's efficient solutions guide courier and cargo fleets towards the future of smart last mile logistics.
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        		Digital Fleet Solutions

        		
            		ZF’s telematics and fleet management solutions support the digital transformation journey of transportation for fleets worldwide enabling more efficient, greener and safer operations.
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        		Aftermarket Solutions

        		
            		ZF supports the commercial vehicle ecosystem in reducing unexpected downtime with advanced solutions, services and vehicle parts that help transporters quickly diagnose, repair, replace and service vehicles and trailers.
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                                            Our truck drivelines and advanced safety systems set the standards. But ZF does more. Our broad portfolio of superbly engineered products serves all truck categories from light to heavy-duty. A broad portfolio ensures safer roads and greater efficiency for fleets.
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                                            ZF’s OnGuardASSISTTM is a globally-proven Advanced Emergency Braking System (AEBS) exclusively designed and developed for commercial vehicles. It has an advanced sensor technology and a host of features that work together to detect potential collisions.
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                                            With exceptional brake performance, ZF's market-leading Electronic Braking System (EBS) provides full range of brake control functions for tough commercial vehicle applications. This solution significantly maximizes driver & vehicular safety, improves vehicle efficiency and lowers operational costs
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                                            Fleet managers constantly seek solutions that help them improve fleet profits, make deliveries quicker and enhance customer satisfaction. ZF’s Fleet Management Solutions offer a differentiated range of services to minimize total costs incurred, maximize profitability and improve customer satisfaction.
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                                            e-comp is an automotive grade, electrically driven, air-cooled compressor suitable for vehicles with hybrid and full electric drivelines. e-comp delivers contaminant-free air due to lower oil carryover.
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		EcoTronic Mid - enhance fuel efficiency and driver productivity
                                              

                                              
                                          

                                        

                                        
                                            EcoTronic Mid’s best-in-class fully automatic system with a deep crawler ratio offers better gradeability and performance. It is lighter by 70 kgs in comparison with competitive solutions and allows more payload. The technology is compatible across a wide range of CV applications and significantly minimizes driver fatigue, maximizes fuel efficiency and clutch life.
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		 Commercial Vehicles Maximize vehicular safety at every turn with ESCsmart™
                                              

                                              
                                          

                                        

                                        
                                            Did you know that over 70% of the accidents involving commercial vehicles occur due to loss of control over vehicle? Unfortunately, these accidents are linked to the faults of the driver, while the truth is that the driver can do very little in such situations. Today there are several technological advancements which can help to avert these untoward incidents and save precious lives, cargo and assets.
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		Complete Electrification Solution for Heavy Duty Commercial Trailers
                                              

                                              
                                          

                                        

                                        
                                            ZF`s trailer electrification technology helps to make driving more efficient for all heavy trucks – no matter which type of powertrain they use. Diesel trucks can be transformed into hybrid vehicles; electric trucks (whether battery- or fuel cell-powered) can be given an additional drive.
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		Generation Change in EcoLife Automatic Bus Transmissions
                                              

                                              
                                          

                                        

                                        
                                            Celebtrating a milestone for the EcoLife product range: After selling about 250,000 EcoLife transmissions since its market introduction back in 2007, recently the last EcoLife transmission of its first generation has rolled off the assembly line.
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		ZF’s Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) is now ready to meet the General Safety Regulations (GSR) of the EU. 
                                              

                                              
                                          

                                        

                                        
                                            OptiTire™ is ZF’s advanced tire pressure monitoring system for trucks, trailers and buses, enhancing safety and operational efficiency for the widest range of commercial vehicles and all rim sizes.
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		Digital Fleet Management: Connectivity is Key
                                              

                                              
                                          

                                        

                                        
                                            Hjalmar Van Raemdonck, Head of Digital Systems Solutions, explains what the decisive factors for the success of future Fleet Management Solutions will be.
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		Made in America: ZF Launches PowerLine Production in South Carolina
                                              

                                              
                                          

                                        

                                        
                                            PowerLine transmissions began rolling off the Gray Court production lines in Q4 of 2023, and will ramp up quickly with a capacity of more than 200,000 transmissions by 2025.Nearly 50,000-square-feet of ZF's Gray Court facility is now dedicated to PowerLine production for the North American commercial vehicle customer base.
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		ZF Driver-Assistance Technology Debuts in Nikola Hydrogen Fuel Cell Electric Truck
                                              

                                              
                                          

                                        

                                        
                                            ZF and Nikola Co. announced that ZF’s OnGuardMAX and OnSideALERT will be on Nikola’s hydrogen fuel cell electric truck, which is in production and being delivered to customers. This is the first application of these driver-assistance technologies on a commercial vehicle produced for the North American market.
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		ZF Launches ReAX with OnTraX Lane Keep Assist in PACCAR Trucks
                                              

                                              
                                          

                                        

                                        
                                            Helping enhance fleet efficiency and driver safety, the ZF technology will appear on both Kenworth and Peterbilt truck brands. The systems are aimed to help reduce the 32% of truck accidents that are due to unintentional lane departures.
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                                            At the Advanced Clean Transportation (ACT) Expo, ZF premiered its all-new AxTrax 2 electric axle platform. The integrated and modular e-powertrain system for light, medium and heavy-duty vehicles is ZF’s latest e-mobility solution to help support the industry’s transformation toward a more sustainable future.
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		SCALAR for Digital Fleet Management
                                              

                                              
                                          

                                        

                                        
                                            Offering a diverse suite of features designed to optimize commercial fleet operations, ZF's SCALAR platform supports a wide range of customer requirements including truck and trailer telematics, fully automatic and live planning, routing, scheduling and dispatching solutions.
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		ZF Recognized as “Best Brand” for Commercial Vehicle Transmissions
                                              

                                              
                                          

                                        

                                        
                                            ZF has been recognized for being the “Best Brand – Commercial Vehicle Transmissions”. Representing manufacturers, fleet operators and professional drivers, the award recognizes that ZF’s drive systems offer leading levels of quality, efficiency and value.
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        		ZF Aftermarket Products for Trucks 

        		
            		Quick, reliable and direct: Spare part information, repair and diagnosis as well as trainings and knowhow – Find what you need at a glance.
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        		Workshop Solutions 

        		
            		Your workshop specialist: Fast and Easy repair with our workshop solutions. 
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        		Service Location 

        		
            		Find a suitable service partner close to your location.
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